QuickMAR University: http://www.quickmar.com/training/

Caregiver Basic Training
- Getting Started 6:40
- Passing Mode—the Basics 8:37
- Advanced Med Pass 6:38
- Giving PRNs 6:44
- Recording Exceptions 6:20
- Reminders 4:27
- Reordering 5:32

Advanced Features
- History Button 3:01
- Viewing the MAR 5:55
- Reports 5:03
- MedAssure 6:03
- Dashboard 12:13
- Sliding Scale Calculator 4:38
- Suspending Orders 5:46

Administrator/Supervisor Training **Med Aides need to watch these videos as well, EXCEPT the first 2 that state “for admin users only”**
- (for admin users only) Administrative Settings/Preferences 2:17
- (for admin users only) Managing Users 3:43
- Managing Residents 4:23
- The Orders screen 14:11
- Adding/Managing Orders 13:05
- Common Times and Schedules 7:45
- Orders Library 5:45
- Clearing Red Flags on Orders 7:19
- Reviewing and Approving Orders 17:11
- Informational Orders 6:59
- Treatments 3:39
- Tasks 4:55
- Editing a Med Pass 6:26
- Merging Two Patients 5:54
- Behaviors Admin 7:12
- Managing ADLs 8:45
- Emergency MARs 3:38

Optional Advanced Features
- Recording Charting Notes 3:27
- ADL Pass 4:09
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